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Crisscrossing lines of persistent aircraft effluent are dubbed "chemtrails" because they are very obviously NO
condensation contrails comprised of engine exhaust and water vapor. Chemtrails are comprised of chemical c
particulates specifically formulated to alter the atmosphere and "dim the power of the sun." Intrepid chemtrai
Carnicom has organized clues indicating that we humans are being used as lab rats once again. He says:  
 
1. We have had jet engines for 50 years but something has changed. We are seeing a whole new area of phys
as our skies are now continually overcast with either haze or clouds formed from aircraft effluent, a phenome
see before early 1999.  
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2. Normal contrails begin to form a full wing span behind the tail section. Now we are seeing aircraft effluen
the tail (stabilizer section) or out of the wings, signifying that the effluent is being sprayed, rather than formin
combustion.  
 
3. Contrails composed of water vapor will almost always dissipate in a couple of minutes, as they have for th
Chemtrails not only prevail for hours, but foam out to create either a white haze or a dense cloud cover.  
 
4. At least six credible sources, including NASA, confirm that natural cloud formation almost always occurs 
percent humidity. Balloon radio observations indicate that chemtrail effluent is forming man-made clouds ev
extremely low humidity.  
 
5. Cloud formation requires very tiny nuclei particles. Most cloud nuclei is only .3 to .2 microns in size. Norm
emits much larger particles (30-200 microns) and yet the effluent from chemtrail planes are now forming clou
there are at least three forms of atmospheric material reported in conjunction with the chemtrail phenomenon
gels, powders and extremely tiny fibrous material (much smaller than asbestos). Some of this material has be
biological components, including human blood cells. These materials are often associated with reports of illn
come into contact them.  
  

DOE's Chemtrails:  
Learn all about DOE's remediation efforts toward the Ozone Hole and the higher UV-b levels that formed due to man's impact on t
See how the process of Chemtrails is designed to work from the inventor himself. See how nuclear testing yielded clues and the ba
magnetosphere set up shields for our Earth. See how these basic effects are being manipulated to control the Earth's potential gradi
control storm energies and weather. See how the root of all this deceit is hiding fluoride linked health effects.  
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FAIR USE NOTICE. This document contains copyrighted material whose use has not been specifically auth
owner. Chemtrailpatrol is making this article available in our efforts to advance the understanding of enviro
corporate accountability, human rights, labor rights, social understanding. We believe that this constitutes a
copyrighted material as provided for in section 107 of the U.S. Copyright Law. If you wish to use this copyrig
purposes of your own that go beyond 'fair use,' you must obtain permission from the copyright owner  
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